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ABSTRACT
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The problem of organizing music by emotional content or
mood is not only difficult to solve computationally, but often lacks well-defined answers. In previous work, we have
presented a collaborative game, MoodSwings [1], which
records dynamic (per-second) labels of players ratings of
music using the valence-arousal model.
Using a small subset of the MoodSwings data, we are
currently investigating the projection of various acoustic
features to valence-arousal point values using regression,
as opposed to discretizing emotional space into a finite
number of classes [2]. We demonstrate preliminary results that indicate the effectiveness of the regression-based
approach in taking advantage of the continuous range of
the underlying valence-arousal space. Our data collection
consists of 120, 15-second song clips, which have been selected a priori to approximate an even distribution across
the four primary quadrants of the valence-arousal space.
Using least-squares regression, the system is trained to
project the mean of the acoustic features to the mean valence-arousal value for each 15-second music clip. Using
a combination of MFCCs and spectral shape features we
show that the least-squares projection results in an average deviation of only 16.03% from the mean labels of the
testing samples. We compare the Euclidean distances from
the projected valence-arousal points to the mean collected
labels (which are assumed to represent ground truth) to
baseline distances resulting from a random permutation of
the ground truth. Comparing these cases over 50 crossvalidations, we compute the Student’s T-test to demonstrate the statistical significance of our results.
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Figure 1. Labels collected for song (x), µ of collected
labels (red o), σ of collected labels (red ellipse), MFCConly projection (*), spectral shape projection (), and
MFCC+spectral shape projection (+).
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Table 1. Emotion regression of MoodSwings Data.
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